For the second year in a row, the Shrine Game is happy to have Jonathan Studebaker as our "honorary head coach. Jonathan, a victim of Osteogenesis Imperfecta, a bone disease that causes the bones to be borne resulting in the collapse of the spine, arms, legs and skull. He was admitted to Shriners Hospital at age 2 and has returned to the hospital for treatment a number of times. Jonathan is a sports buff. He knows football well and has designed plays for the Shrine Game in the past. As honorary head coach, he attends some of the Shrine Game practices, as well as other functions.

He is also a budding reporter, studying communications at Chico State. Jonathan strikes me as a boy who has the heart of a champion. He is not afraid to face the great challenges that he has been given. He is the son of Jonathan Studebaker, a former Shrine Game "coaching assignment."